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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Before beginning to develop the strategic plan for the Great Lakes Region, the Region needed
to review the Institute’s Strategic Plan (http://www.csinet.org/Functional‐Menu‐
Category/About‐CSI/Quick‐Tasks‐About/Download‐the‐Strategic‐Plan‐PDF.aspx) and also
examine where it currently stands in regard to actions. The current actions of the Region were
related to the Institute Strategic Plan and are summarized as follows:

At the 2011 Great Lakes Region Conference, members in attendance were presented with
where the Great Lakes Region currently stood with actions within the region. Following that
review, the members brainstormed ideas for new actions and then prioritized those ideas.
The ideas are listed below and ranked in order of the number of votes received:
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THE MATRIX
We have created this matrix as a data tool for looking at those initiatives either already in place
or proposed. Each of these initiatives can serve both as a goal and a strategy, where actions are
grouped in the intersections. Before reviewing the actions, both the mission and values of the
Institute and Region need to be understood.
MISSION
Institute: The mission of CSI is to advance building information management and education of
project teams to improve facility performance.
Region:

To further advance the mission statement of the Institute and to provide support to
the Region chapters to realize their goals.

VALUES
Institute: CSI is an association dedicated to improving organization, management, and communication
of building information through:
 A diversified membership base of allied professionals involved in the creation and
management of the built environment
 Continuous development and transformation of standards and formats
 Education and certification of professionals to improve project delivery processes
 Creation of practice tools to assist users throughout the facility life‐cycle

Region:
 Access to varied knowledgeable people with a common interest in the
construction industry
 Resources to find specific answers
 Education of Region chairs which in turn educate the Chapter chairs
THEMES
The themes listed below are from the Institute Strategic Plan. The Region should align with
these themes in order to deliver a consistent message and to be able to further the
achievement of development of these themes.
COMMUNICATIONS EXCELLENCE
CSI communications must differentiate its value to both its members and the construction
industry as a whole. CSI will ensure that the role of chapters, regions, and the national
organization are maximized in developing and delivering effective communications. This
communications theme includes a focus on generating two‐way dialogue with members and
stakeholders as well as expansion into emerging communications tools and mediums.
BUILDING TEAM DIVERSITY
Collaboration and knowledge sharing across the building team is central to CSI’s value
proposition. This helps to define CSI’s brand and is a critical strategic driver of its success. For
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maximum impact, CSI’s strategic initiatives should leverage the diverse nature of its
membership and reinforce its unique role among members of the construction industry.
BUILDING INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
Due to the evolution of the construction industry, including a transcendent shift in how building
information is compiled, managed, and accessed, CSI must be the go‐to resource for knowledge
in organizing, managing, and communicating building information in order to ensure future
relevance.

OBJECTIVES
Similar to the themes, the Region must align with the Institute Strategic Plan objectives.
CSI MEMBER PERSPECTIVE
 Support and strengthen chapters and regions and develop synergy among all levels to
harness the energy and innovation within CSI
 Align CSI’s resources to key strategic priorities
 Develop technological competencies and infrastructure to fuel effective member
communications and growth
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVE
 Integrate CSI standards and formats into current project delivery practice tools to enable the
transfer of building information among all members of the construction industry
 Expand the industry’s understanding of the building information community and the roles
and importance of its practitioners
 Strengthen educators’ understanding of CSI’s role and resources
 Expand the scope and relevance of CSI educational programs and certifications to be
valuable to all industry members
 Nurture industry alliances and synergies to maximize the visibility and impact of the building
information community
FINANCIAL PERSPECTIVE
 Improve the ability to quantify the financial impact of CSI programs and services
 Identify, develop and maximize alternative revenue streams
 Promote CSI channels as the essential “conduit for commerce” in the construction industry
ORGANIZATIONAL PERSPECTIVE
 Increase responsiveness and reliability to ensure a valuable and rewarding member
experience
 Create collaboration tools and resources to allow for effective knowledge sharing and
productive teamwork
 Develop and deliver programs and services to help emerging professionals

Each action for the Region was categorized with a theme and an objective. The matrix was
developed based on the discussion that occurred at the 2011 Great Lakes Region Conference
and the results are illustrated on the following two pages:
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STRATEGIC PLAN FY12 ‐ FY15
After examining the matrix that categorized the action, it can easily be seen that Communications Excellence and
Building Team Diversity from the Organizational Perspective are high priority items. These items must be looked at
in conjunction with the items that were voted to be the most important. While all of the actions included in this
plan are essential, it is not practical to set out to achieve these goals in one year. The actions are listed below, with
priority given to those mentioned above.
While the actions are not specifically detailed on how to accomplish them, it is up to the current board to work
together to decide how to achieve these goals. This is simply a framework.

FY12







Develop a program for financial incentives for members to attend the GLRC and/or CONSTRUCT
Provide leadership training of region leaders
 Develop expectations and accountability
 Motivate
Re‐examine the structure of the Region Conference
 Provide relevant programming
Develop region calendar
Survey membership
Concerted effort to visit each chapter in the Region

FY13
Continue previous years’ items
New in 2013:
 Develop a Region operating guide
 Support the Institute
 Provide leadership training
o Region leaders serve as a resource to and mentor chapter leaders and members
 Region leaders train and motivate chapter leaders
 Share best practices
 Create advisory group for at‐risk chapters
 Personal invites to meetings and events

FY14
Continue previous years’ items
New in 2014:
 Understand the industry
 Drive the future of the industry
 Coordinate communication in the community
o Convey our message
o Outreach to non‐members
 Understand the Midwest perspective
o Relay message to Institute
 Understand the differences in our geographical differences within the Region
 Survey membership
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FY15
Continue previous years’ items
New in 2015:
 Provide value at the Region level for members within the Region
o Engage members
o Understand what members want
 Connect information silos
 Create strategic plan for 2016 ‐ 2020
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